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QUESTION 1

You are the Microsoft Dynamics AX administrator for an organization. 

The organization has a maximum cash credit limit of $20,000. If a payment is issued for more than the stated cash
credit limit, the payment is rejected and the organization is fined. 

You need to ensure that payments do NOT exceed the cash credit limit. 

Which two actions should you perform? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

A. On the Bank accounts form, enter the Credit limit value. 

B. On the Bank accounts form, set the Bank account status option to Inactive for all transactions. 

C. On the Bank accounts form, enter the Active from and Active to dates. 

D. On the Cash and bank management parameters form, set the Bank credit limit tolerance option to Error. 

Correct Answer: AD 

A: Field: Credit limit 

Enter the credit limit for the bank. You must enter a negative amount in this field. You are notified if the bank balance
exceeds this limit when you post a payment journal. 

Reference: Bank accounts (form) [AX 2012] 

D: Field: Bank credit limit tolerance 

Select how to notify the user when a payment journal that is posted causes a balance to exceed the credit limit. Select
from the following options: 

*

 None Do not consider the credit limit. 

*

 Warning Display a warning when the credit limit is exceeded, but continue the process. 

*

 Error Display an error when the credit limit is exceeded, and stop the process. Reference: Cash and bank management
parameters (form) [AX 2012] 

 

QUESTION 2

You need to pay all open invoices that have a due date on or before July 10. 

You want to take advantage of any available discounts. 

Which two settings must you select when creating the payment proposal? Each correct answer presents part of the
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solution. 

A. In the Payment to date field, select July 10. 

B. In the Minimum date field, select July 10 

C. In the Proposal type field, select Due date and cash discount. 

D. In the Proposal type field, select Due date. 

Correct Answer: BC 

B: Field: Minimum date Enter the earliest date for the payment. This date is used as the payment date if the date that is
calculated for the payment proposal occurs before the date that is entered in this field. For example, if you create the
payment proposal on February 1 but you want the payments to be dated no earlier than February 5, enter February 5 in
this field. 

C: Field: Proposal type Select the proposal type: 

*

 Due date and cash discount First, include open transactions that are eligible for a cash discount. Then, include open
transactions, according to due date. 

*

 Per due date Include open transactions that are due in the range of dates that is specified for the proposal. 

*

 By cash discount Include open transactions that are eligible for a cash discount in the range of dates that is specified
for the proposal. 

Incorrect: 

Not A: There is no Payment to date field. 

Reference: Vendor payment proposal (class form) [AX 2012] 

 

QUESTION 3

You are implementing fixed assets for your company. 

The company requires the following business process for creating assets: 

1.

 A worker completes a capital expenditure form and submits it to the accounting department for review and approval. 

2.

 After the form is approved, the asset is created. 

3.
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 A purchasing agent creates a purchase order and submits it to the vendor for processing. 

4.

 When the invoice is received from the vendor, the accounts payable clerk processes an invoice to acquire the asset. No
other users are allowed to process the acquisition. 

You need to configure Microsoft Dynamics AX to meet these requirements. 

Which two configurations should you complete? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

A. Configure the Business rule for fixed assets determination rule. 

B. Set the Create asset during product receipt or invoice posting parameter to true. 

C. Configure a user group for the Restrict asset acquisition posting to user group parameter. 

D. Set the Check for fixed assets creation during line entry parameter to true. 

E. Set the Allow asset acquisition from Purchasing parameter to true. 

Correct Answer: AD 

A: Creating business rules for fixed assets determination This helps identify a purchase to a potential fixed asset based
on a monetary threshold of the purchase price or selection on a procurement hierarchy when doing a purchase 

requisition. 

D: 

Field: Check for fixed assets creation during line entry Select this check box to verify that a fixed asset is eligible based
on existing fixed asset rules. If this option is selected, the fixed asset group is set on the purchase order line, according
to 

the defined fixed asset rules, when the purchase order line is created. 

Reference: Creating a Purchase Requisition for a Fixed Asset Set up Fixed assets parameters [AX 2012] 

 

QUESTION 4

Your company uses two-way matching to create vendor invoices. Which elements are used in the two-way matching
process? 

A. Quantity received and quantity invoiced 

B. Price information on the invoice and price information on the purchase order 

C. Invoice total amount and the total amount on the purchase order 

D. Quantity ordered on the purchase order and quantity invoiced 

Correct Answer: B 

Two-way matching Match the price information on the invoice to the price information on the purchase order. Reference:
About Accounts payable invoice matching [AX 2012] 
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QUESTION 5

To which object can you link a budget register entry workflow? 

A. Budget models 

B. Budget transfer rules 

C. Journal names 

D. Budget codes 

Correct Answer: D 

You can associate budget register entry workflows with any of the budget codes that have been set up to identify the
budget types. After you assign a workflow to a budget code, all budget register entries that use that budget code require
workflow approval before you can update budget balances. 

Reference: Set up Budgeting workflows [AX 2012] 

 

QUESTION 6

You need to create vendor accounts by using Microsoft Dynamics AX. Which field is mandatory for creating a vendor
account? 

A. Mode of delivery 

B. Group 

C. Credit limit 

D. Terms of payment 

Correct Answer: B 

When you create a vendor account, you enter information about the vendor that is used to populate documents
automatically and to track activity with the vendor. For example, you can enter the following information for a vendor: 

* Assign a vendor group. Every vendor must be assigned to a vendor group. Vendors in a vendor group have
parameters in common. For example, they may have the same terms of payment. Reference: Create a vendor account
[AX 2012] 

 

QUESTION 7

Which two elements are required to create a budget plan in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012? Each correct answer
presents part of the solution. 

A. Budget plan priority 

B. Budget plan preparer 
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C. Budget planning user group 

D. Budget planning process 

Correct Answer: BD 

B: Budget plan preparer Select the name of the user who prepares the budget plan. By default, your name is displayed. 

D: Budget planning process Select an active budget planning process. 

Incorrect: 

Not C: Budget planning user group (is optional) For users who are outside the budget organization that is assigned to
the budget planning process, select the user group whose members require access to the budget plan. 

Starting with cumulative update 7 for Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 R2, you can select a user group in this field only if
the Allow access to budget plans by user group check box is selected in the Budget planning configuration form. 

Reference: Key tasks: Create and process budget plans [AX 2012] 

 

QUESTION 8

To which two entities can you lend a fixed asset? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

A. Another legal entity LIB 

B. A fixed asset group 

C. A contractor 

D. An employee 

Correct Answer: AB 

B: Select a fixed asset group to assign the fixed asset to. 

 

QUESTION 9

Your organization is using the Budgeting module to develop a budget plan. The budget plan needs to go through
various phases before it is approved. Where do you define these phases on the Budget planning configuration form? 

A. Scenarios 

B. Parameters 

C. Workflows 

D. Stages 

Correct Answer: D 

Link: Stages 
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Create and maintain budget planning stages. A budget planning stage includes the steps and transitions that a budget
plan follows from its creation to its final adoption. For example, you might create a budget plan stage to create a budget 

plan for a department or a stage for the executive review process. The budgeting organization determines which stages
to use. 

Incorrect: 

Not C: 

Link: Workflows 

Create and maintain budget planning workflows. A budget planning workflow is an ordered list of the selected budget
planning stages. 

Note: Budget planning stages Define the steps that a budget plan follows from its inception to final approval. Budget
planning stages are arranged in budget planning workflows. Examples of budget planning stages are Department
review, 

Department submitted, Management review, and Management approval. 

Reference: Budget planning configuration (form) [AX 2012] 

 

QUESTION 10

You enable invoice matching validation by using Microsoft Dynamics AX. 

Your organization has a policy that requires you to monitor freight cost variances by matching the purchase order to the
vendor invoices. 

Which type of matching should you use? 

A. Charges matching 

B. Two-way matching 

C. Three-way matching 

D. Invoice totals matching 

Correct Answer: A 

Charges matching Match the charges information (amounts) on the invoice to the charges information (amounts) on the
purchase order. 

Incorrect: 

Not B: Two-way matching Match the price information on the invoice to the price information on the purchase order. 

Not C: Three-way matching Match the price information on the invoice to the price information on the purchase order.
Also match the quantity information on the invoice to the quantity information on the product receipts that are selected
for 

the invoice. Not D: Invoice totals matching Match the total amounts on the invoice to the total amounts on the purchase
order. This type of invoice matching includes the least amount of detail, so you can use this option to set up controls
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that 

minimize the staff time that is required to review invoice matching information. 

Reference: About Accounts payable invoice matching [AX 2012] 

 

QUESTION 11

You receive approval for a new capital expenditure. 

You need to enter the budgeted amounts in Microsoft Dynamics AX. 

In which two areas can you enter the amounts? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

A. The budget register entry in which the offset account is equal to the new fixed asset 

B. A general journal in which the offset account is equal to the new fixed asset 

C. A fixed asset journal in which the account is equal to the new fixed asset 

D. The fixed asset budget journal in which the account is equal to the new fixed asset 

E. The budget for the value models related to the new fixed asset 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 12

You need to set up the aging period definitions for the Vendor aging report. What is the maximum number of aging
periods that you can define? 

A. 6 

B. 7 

C. 8 

D. 9 

Correct Answer: A 

Aging period definitions that have more than six aging periods (columns) cannot be used on the printed report.
Reference: Vendor aging report (VendAgingReport) [AX 2012] 

 

QUESTION 13

You need to configure how fixed assets will be numbered. 

Which two techniques accomplish this goal? Each correct answer presents a 

A. Manually assign a number to each fixed asset. 
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B. Automatically number fixed assets based on fixed asset groups 

C. Manually assign a number to each fixed asset group. 

D. Automatically number fixed assets based on a fixed asset calendar. 

Correct Answer: BD 

You can set up number sequences for fixed assets based on a default number sequence, or based on fixed asset
groups. 

There are two methods to assign number sequences to fixed assets. Method 1: Automatic numbering of all fixed assets
from one default number sequence 

Method 2: Automatic numbering based on fixed asset group 

Reference: Set up number sequences for Fixed assets [AX 2012] 

 

QUESTION 14

What is the difference in the setup of periodic journals and voucher templates? 

A. You can modify the account type in voucher templates. 

B. Voucher templates can contain multiple vouchers. 

C. You can modify the account type in periodic journals. 

D. Periodic journals can contain only one voucher. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 15

An organization has a policy of charging depreciation based on the usage of the fixed asset in a fiscal year. 

You need to configure depreciation according to this policy. 

Which depreciation method should you use? 

A. Straight line service life 

B. Reducing balance 

C. Factor 

D. Consumption 

Correct Answer: D 

If you set up a depreciation profile for fixed assets and you select Consumption in the Method field in the Depreciation
profiles form, the fixed assets that are assigned to this depreciation profile are based on the usage of those fixed
assets. 
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Reference: About consumption depreciation [AX 2012] 

Incorrect: Not A: When you set up a fixed asset depreciation profile and select Straight line service life in the Method
field in the Depreciation profiles form, the assets that have this depreciation profile assigned to them are depreciated
based on the total service life of the asset. This generally is the same depreciation amount in each depreciation period.
Not B: When you set up a fixed asset depreciation profile and select Reducing balance in the Method field in the
Depreciation profiles form, the assets that have this depreciation profile assigned to them are depreciated by the same
percentage in each depreciation period. Not C: Factors are the percentages that are used to depreciate assets. When
you set up a fixed asset depreciation profile and select Factor in the Method field in the Depreciation profiles form, you
can set up progressive, digressive, or straight line depreciation: If you select progressive depreciation, the amount of
depreciation increases with each depreciation period. If you select digressive depreciation, the amount of depreciation
per period decreases over time. If you select straight line depreciation, the depreciation is the same in each period. 
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